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Idris2-Table: evaluating dependently-typed tables
with the Brown Benchmark for Table Types

Anonymous Author(s)

We report about the ongoing development of Idris2-Table, a li-
brary for type-safe tabular data manipulation. Type-systems
for tables can be subtle, as what operations are allowed on
a table can depend on the internal structure of that table.
Simply-typed languages cannot generally express table op-
erations in a type-safe way — such as the requirement that a
particular column exists. Other languages use features such
as type families, singleton types, and type class constraints
to encode these constraints.
Here, we use dependent types to express a type-safe li-

brary for tables, including many common table operations.
We claim that dependent types allow us to more directly ex-
press the constraints required. We then evaluate our library
using the Brown Benchmark for Tabular Types [6] (the B2T2
paper).

At a high level, we use dependent types to index our table
type by a table-schema type. We make use of type-level
computation, so that only valid operations are permitted,
and to prove properties about returned objects. This library
is written in Idris 2, and makes use of various features for
efficiency and ergonomics of use.

1 Table typing problems
Tables are used to represent and manipulate structured data,
and are ubiquitous throughout data science. Roughly speak-
ing, a table is a two-dimensional collection of data, with
some number of rows, and some number of named, typed
columns.
Here is an example of a table, from the B2T2 Example

Tables:
name age favorite color
Bob 12 blue
Alice 17 green
Eve 13 red

This table has three rows, and three columns, called "name",
"age", and "favorite color". The "name" and "favorite color"
columns hold strings, while the "age" column holds numbers.

As with most areas of programming, when programming
with tables, type systems can help prevent errors. There are
many ways to make errors when using tables. For example,
we may ask for a column that does not exist. We could do
this because we are thinking of the wrong table, because
that column hasn’t been added to our table yet, or simply
because we made a typo. Even if the column does exist, we
may be attempting to use it in a way that is inappropriate
for the type of data stored in that column.

For more complicated operations, we may need our ta-
bles to satisfy other properties. For example, for horizontal
concatenation of two tables, we may want to require those
tables to have the same length as each other. For indexing,
we may want to require that all values in one column are
also contained in a particular collection.
These errors then cause problems when we attempt to

run the program. The simplest method of identifying these
errors is with runtime error messages. But running a data-
science program with a large amount of data can take a
long time. For more subtle errors, we may run the program
in production for months, or even years, before an error
occurs, with potentially disastrous consequences. This slow
feedback loopmakes debugging difficult. A table type-system
can catch these errors earlier, ideally at compile-time.

2 Table type systems
Most production data science nowadays is done in simply- or
dynamically-typed languages, such as Python, R, and Java.
Here is one way we can represent the above table in

Python, using the popular pandas [8] library:

import pandas as pd

students = pd.DataFrame(
[

["Bob", 12, "blue"],
["Alice", 17, "green"],
["Eve", 13, "red"]

],
columns=["name", "age", "favorite color"]

)

But these paradigms do not easily lend themselves to
compile-time table typing systems. In simply-typed languages,
all we can say at compile-time is that a table is a table. In
dynamically-typed languages, we can’t even say that.
For both simply- and dynamically-typed languages, we

can’t express the schema of a table at compile-time. That is,
we can’t specify what columns a table has at compile-time,
nor what types those columns have. Further, we cannot ex-
press, at compile-time, any additional constraints our tables
may need, such as the row count of two tables matching, or
that a given column is sorted.
Instead, we need the schemas of our tables to be avail-

able at runtime. We then throw a runtime error as soon as
we realize that something has gone wrong. But this can be
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quite late in the running of a program, leading to the issues
mentioned in the previous section.

Other approaches include custom table type systems, such
as those used in Dex [10], and LINQ [9]. Similarly, extensible
records in Haskell [4] modify the language for a related
type-system. The Haskell HList library [5] works within the
language to achieve the same result, using various features
to simulate dependent types in Haskell [7].
Unfortunately, custom type-systems are not very exten-

sible. If you want to do something the language designers
haven’t considered, you need to modify the language itself.
Similarly, simulating dependent types within Haskell comes
with some limitations [7] due to the separation of type- and
term-level.

3 Idris2-Table
In this work, we use Idris 2 to create the Idris2-Table library.
This library centres around the Table indexed type. This type
is indexed by a table Schema, and operations on tables require
proofs that the necessary properties hold. These proofs can
often be constructed automatically, making practical pro-
gramming possible.

Here is how we encode the example table in our library:

students : Table [<"name" :! String,

"age" :! Nat,

"favorite color" :! String]

students = [<

[<"Bob", 12, "blue" ],

[<"Alice", 17, "green"],

[<"Eve", 13, "red" ]

]

The first three lines of this example are the type-signature
of students, and the next five lines its contents. The type-
signature includes the schema of the table, and the contents
of the table must match the schema for the table to type-
check. If a row has too many fields, too few, or a field of
incorrect type, then it will be rejected at compile-time.

We use SnocList notation ([<...]) for our tables. A SnocList

is just a List, but stored in reverse order ("Snoc" is "Cons"
spelled backwards). We do this, as we think of adding new
rows onto the end of a table, rather than the start, and a
SnocList represents this intuition more naturally. Similarly,
we use SnocList notation for Schemas and rows, as we think of
adding new columns on the right.
We can call functions on our table, such as accessing a

column:
column "name" students -- [<"Bob", "Alice", "Eve"]

or adding a new one:

studentsHair : Table [<"name" :! String,

"age" :! Nat,

"favorite color" :! String,

"hair-color" :! String]

studentsHair = addColumn "hair-color"

[<"brown", "red", "blonde"]

students

Both of these functions are type-safe. The column function
requires that the given column exist in the schema of the
given table. The addColumn function requires that the new
column have the same length as the given table, and produces
a table with a modified schema. Note the new "hair-color"

field in the schema of studentsHair.
If these requirements are not satisfied, then these examples

will be rejected at compile-time.

4 Dependent types
Let us look at how column and addColumn achieve this type-
safety.

Here is the type-signature of column:

column : Field schema name type

-> Table schema

-> SnocList type

This function takes a Field schema name type, which is the
index of a field called name, and of type type, in the schema
schema; and a table of that schema. Unlike a simple type, like
Nat or String, this indexing guarantees the passed field exists
in the schema. Further, the shared type parameter of the Field

argument and return type ensures that the returned column
has the right type.

For ease of use, we use Idris 2’s syntax overloading mech-
anism. The Field type overloads string and integer literal
notation, allowing both of the following:

column "name" students -- [<"Bob", "Alice", "Eve"]

column 0 students -- [<"Bob", "Alice", "Eve"]

We automatically convert the "name" and 0 literals into
Field objects. This conversion occurs at compile-time, using
Idris 2’s proof search. If we ask for a column that doesn’t
exist, or an index that is out of range, then proof search will
fail, and this will be a compile-time error.
In a language without literal notation overloading, we

would instead have to use something like dynamic dispatch,
or interfaces. This would pollute our types, and make it less
clear what is going on.

If we take a column name from the user at runtime, then
clearly the compile-time proof search cannot help us. In this
case, constructing a Field object is precisely the code that
verifies that the column is indeed in the table. So there is
no additional code-complexity cost to the programmer from
this approach.

Let us now look at the type-signature of addColumn:
2
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addColumn : (0 name : String)

-> (col : SnocList type)

-> (tbl : Table schema)

-> {auto 0 nRows : HasRows tbl (length col)}

-> Table (schema :< name :! type)

Given a schema schema, we canwrite1 schema :< (name :! type)

for the schema augmented with a new column, called name,
of type type. So this function takes a column name, a column,
and a table, and produces a new table with an augmented
schema. The implicit HasRows argument requires that the new
column be the same length as the table.
Similarly to the Field argument for column, we can use

Idris 2’s proof search to help find the HasRows argument for
addColumn. If the other arguments are known statically, then
this argument will be found precisely when the lengths
match. If the other arguments are not known statically, then
constructing this argument is again precisely the code that
checks this property holds.
The 0s in the type-signature of addColumn, on name and the

HasRows parameter, mean that these parameters are erased at
runtime. This signature uses the implementation of Quan-
titative Type Theory [1] in Idris 2 [2]. We can erase these
arguments as the type-level information is not required at
runtime.

Often, we can erase the column names from the compiled
program entirely, with column name string literals being
compiled down into indexes into the table, or even, as in this
example, nothing at all. We only need to keep the column
names if we actually use the contents of the name, such as
printing them, or comparing them with user input.

5 B2T2
We developed this library in response to the Brown Bench-
mark for Tabular Types (the B2T2 paper) [6].
The B2T2 paper describes a collection of desirable prop-

erties for a table type-system, and a benchmark for such
type-systems to compare to. It provides a reference Table
API, a collection of Sample Programs, and a collection of
incorrect Errors. A table type-system should enable their
notion of tables to use the Table API, to implement the Sam-
ple Programs, and prevent the Errors. Further, the feedback
from the Errors should enable a programmer to correct those
Errors.
We demonstrate the wide applicability of our approach

by implementing the entire B2T2 Table API. The majority of
the API is included directly in our library. Some of the API
is more naturally expressed in Idris 2 in a different way. For
these components, we included the natural version in our
library, and provide an implementation of the B2T2 version
separately. We discuss the difficulties of working with the
B2T2 versions in a dependently-typed language, and how
our version takes advantage of the Idris 2 type-checker.
1Brackets for clarity

Turning to the B2T2 Example Programs, we demonstrate
the usability of our approach by providing sample implemen-
tations of all the Example Programs using our library. Again,
some of these programs are more naturally expressed in Idris
2 in a different way to that provided in the B2T2 paper. We
discuss how these different phrasings are interpreted by the
Idris 2 type-checker.
Finally, for the B2T2 Errors, we demonstrate type-safety

of our approach by providing sample implementations of
both all the incorrect and all the corrected programs. The
incorrect programs all fail to type-check, while the corrected
programs all type-check successfully. We also discuss how
the error messages from the incorrect programs can help
lead the programmer to the corrected versions.

6 What next?
This library is written in pure Idris 2, as the primary focus
is on the interface, rather than execution speed. We could
write FFI bindings to a more efficient representation, in either
space or time, with the same interface. This could be done
either in-memory, in a lower level language, or by connecting
to an external database.

Another feature we could add, would be to introduce data-
base indexing. One way to do this would be to write a data-
base index as a proof type on the table. Alternatively, we
could abstract over the internal runtime structure of the rows
of our table. This would be more efficient at runtime, and
different container types would then correspond to different
indexing methods on the table.

There are also other options for the structure of our schema.
In Idris2-Table, we allow duplicate column names, and the
ordering of columns is important. But neither of these things
are required by dependent types — this was just what was
easiest to implement. We could abstract over the internal
runtime structure of the columns of our table, with different
container types. Then these different container types would
correspond to different row-typing systems.
Finally, we could improve the error messages for incor-

rect programs, through some sort of error reflection. Idris 2
does not yet support error reflection, but plans to introduce
something similar to Idris 1’s error reflection [3]. This would
allow us to more easily guide programmers to their correct
solution — especially those programmers unfamiliar with
dependent types.

We hope a presentation in TyDE could help us refine our
preliminary results, and solicit related works. We would
like to know what table-tying problems people find hard,
interesting, or exciting.
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